AWS + Alluxio: Data Orchestration for Analytics & AI in the cloud
KEY BENEFITS
• Cache data from S3 for
Spark, Presto or Hive
co-locating it on the
same instance as
compute
• Scale analytics workloads directly on
remote, on-prem data
without copying and
syncing data into the
cloud

Many organizations have taken advantage of the scalability and cost-savings of cloud computing as
well as cloud storage services to meet their data-powered workload demands. In addition, as data is
increasingly siloed and lives everywhere, there’s a need for data orchestration to bring the needed
data closer to compute. With Alluxio’s data orchestration platform, bring back data locality for your
compute with in-memory & tiered data access.

ALLUXIO & ANALYTIC WORKLOADS IN AWS S3
Alluxio is a great compute data caching solution for analytical workloads like Spark, Presto and Hive.
In addition to caching, users can read AWS S3 data into any analytic framework and enable data
sharing between jobs. Alluxio also caches metadata, providing strong consistency for metadata operations and consistent performance. Alluxio can be deployed colocated with your compute cluster,
exposing the data through Alluxio S3 or POSIX or HDFS compatible interfaces while keeping data in
sync with S3.

• Improve performance
with better data locality
and get HDFS & S3
compatible data access
layer on AWS EMR
automatically synced
with S3.

ORCHESTRATE DATA ON AWS EMR
For data analytics workloads being migrated to the cloud, the AWS EMR service has made it extremely
easy for enterprises to bring up a full-featured analytical stack in the cloud that elastically scales
based on demand.

Alluxio enables users to increase performance and complexity of analytic workloads running on AWS
EMR using S3 as the storage, eliminating the need to use a complex HDFS layer. It provides a tiered
caching layer for better performance, S3 API compatibility for both compute frameworks on top and
storage systems below, and a unified namespace across multiple storage systems allowing for disaggregation of compute and storage within AWS.

ALLUXIO AND AWS IN HYBRID ENVIRONMENTS
With Alluxio, leverage AWS to scale analytics workloads directly on on-prem data without copying and
synchronizing the data into the cloud, and burst compute that spans on-prem and cloud data stores
on-demand. By bringing the data to the analytics applications, the performance is the same as having
the data co-located in the cloud. Also, the on-prem data stores will have oﬀloaded the computation
and minimized the additional I/O overhead.

SAME INSTANCE / CONTAINER

SAME INSTANCE / CONTAINER

MOVE AWS HDFS DEPLOYMENTS TO S3-SYNCED HDFS-COMPATIBLE TIER

Alluxio helps achieve

As users have moved on-premise analytical workloads to the cloud, they have continued using HDFS
on AWS. However, HDFS was not built for the cloud - data now needs to be spread across diﬀerent
regions and countries. Users need to copy data from S3 to HDFS instead of synchronizing data and
having to constantly stay in sync. Alluxio solves these HDFS issues and scales beyond billions of files.

5-10x speed for Hive &
Spark queries running
on S3

Run Presto with Alluxio
as a distributed cache
layer backed by S3
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Proven at global web scale in production for modern data services, Alluxio is the developer of open source data orchestration
software for the cloud. Alluxio moves data closer to big data and machine learning compute frameworks in any cloud across
clusters, regions, clouds and countries, providing memory-speed data access to files and objects. Intelligent data tiering and data
management deliver consistent high performance to customers in financial services, high tech, retail and telecommunications.
Alluxio is in production use today at seven out of the top ten internet companies. Venture-backed by Andreessen Horowitz and
Seven Seas Partners, Alluxio was founded at UC Berkeley’s AMPLab by the creators of the Tachyon open source project.
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